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Supervision and Mutual Vulnerability

Mary Christine Mollie Ward

And God saw that it was good … God saw everything that he had made, and in-
deed, it was very good. – Genesis 1:25b, 31a1

Although I have been a Christian all my life and an Episcopal priest for more 
than seven years, it has taken me nearly four decades to claim those words 
from the opening pages of the Bible as my own. My experiences in clinical 
pastoral education (CPE) not only have been life-giving to me as I have re-
discovered my “true self,” but the CPE process has been a model for the life 
I want to lead. Moreover, understanding of oneself as “good,” indeed “very 
good,” is the underpinning for not only my true self but also the theme that 
ties together my supervisory theory of mutual vulnerability: the idea that 
authentic relationship is both the means and the end to the nurture of pas-
toral caregivers.

I believe that God calls each of us to risk mutually vulnerable relation-
ships with self, God, and others. From a theological perspective, I believe that 
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God values each of us just as we are, so much so that God is willing to risk 
God’s own true self being known, rejected, and even transformed for the sake 
of authentic relationship. From a personality-development perspective, I be-
lieve that true selves are created, re-created, and sustained in the holding en-
vironment of authentic relationships. Without authenticity the true self with-
ers and dies. From an adult-education perspective, I believe that we recognize 
and remember the wisdom of our true selves when we see authenticity in the 
faces of educators who are willing to risk letting us kick around in those hold-
ing environments as we grow and learn.

The opening chapters of the book of Genesis provide a metaphor of the 
ongoing struggle on the part of both God and humanity for authentic relation-
ship. Through all of their struggles, they thrive when they stay in authentic 
relationship with one another, sometimes joyfully, sometimes angrily, but al-
ways authentically. It is only when they try to be what they are not, when they 
try to make their relationship something it is not, that they run into trouble. 
God tells Moses, “I am who I am” (Ex 3:14). Moses and the rest of us essen-
tially make the same statement whenever we covenant to live in authentic re-
lationship. And that is good enough.

A Theology of Mutual Vulnerability

As a woman, mother, and priest, and as this particular woman, mother, and 
priest, I experience the world from a place of both power and powerless-
ness. I embrace both of these, for they are a part of who I am and, I believe, 
part of the God in whose image I am created. The much-loved, youngest 
child of their blended families, I grew into adolescence with my parents’ 
marriage intact, carefully sheltered from the reality of family indiscretions 
and broken relationships. My parents, a war-refugee mother and a soldier 
father, structured their lives on the ideas that order and hierarchy provided 
security and that security, however illusory, was what provided life with 
meaning. To speak the truth openly and directly in my original family—that 
is, to show one’s true self—was likely to get one at best reprimanded and at 
worst shamed verbally or abandoned emotionally. Better to take pride in us-
ing what power one did have manipulatively than to be humiliated by one’s 
ultimate powerlessness.

For that which was supposed to have been trustworthy was, in fact, not 
trustworthy. Class hierarchy did not protect my blue-blood German Catholic 
mother from a childhood of abuse and poverty as her own mother was led off 

to a concentration camp for resisting the Nazis during World War II. Follow-
ing orders did not protect my Oklahoma cowboy father from the nightmares 
that continued to awaken him screaming in the darkness nearly forty years 
after earning a chest full of medals in Vietnam. Nor did my parents’ silence 
about their own skeletons shield me from the structures that supported, in-
deed required, their orderly, hierarchical view of the world. Those structures 
dictated my childhood playmates, who I could love, and my 0 rst views of au-
thority, including God.

My early experiences with hierarchy inform my struggle to challenge 
the very structures that have formed me, and, after many efforts to “slap at 
authority” during CPE training, the dualistic paradigm from my youth no 
longer satis0 es me: the idea that for one person to “win” someone else must 
“lose” no longer makes sense to me. Instead, I 0 nd that the paradox and ambi-
guity and mystery that characterize authentic relationships provide meaning 
to my life even as they diminish false security. As I live and move and have 
my being in authentic relationship with God, neighbor, and self, my supervi-
sory work is based on a theology of mutual vulnerability: that is, the idea that 
God risks God’s self to be in authentic relationship with us and that each of 
us is similarly called to risk self in order to be in authentic relationship with 
God and each other.

The Triune God: A Circle of Authentic Relationship
This theology of mutual vulnerability is most fully expressed in the concept 
of a Triune God. In using “triune” rather than the more traditional “trinitar-
ian,” I consciously claim the mystery of understanding God as a “tri-unity” 
rather than simply a trinity or simply a unity. This distinction has its roots in 
my many conversations, and often heated arguments, with teachers of the-
ology. Sometimes I experienced af0 rmation of my ideas, but, at other times, 
I was devastated by a sense of being silenced and shamed. The understand-
ing of God that emerged from these struggles is of one who values not only 
the good of the community but also the inherent goodness of each person 
and of one who is willing to take risks to be in relationship with humans. 
As Creator, God continues to endow humanity with freewill and, in doing 
so, risks rejection, glorying not in blind obedience or empty praise but in au-
thenticity and integrity. As Christ, God experiences our incarnate humanity 
and risks being known as one who is most powerful in vulnerability. And as 
Holy Spirit, God establishes relationship between self and others and risks 
transformation of self as well as other.

WARDSUPERVISION AND MUTUAL VULNERABILITY
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St. Augustine of Hippo and the Episcopal priest Carter Heyward both 
offer images of God as triune that are less like a group of persons than a group 
of relationships.2 Being able to bring together two such diverse theologians 
represents for me a healing of a split. Some four hundred years after the ar-
ticulation of what came to be known as the three-legged stool that supports 
the Anglican understanding of faith, the Episcopal Church in which I was 
raised and 0 nd my spiritual home continues to be wracked by battles over 
the primacy of scripture, tradition, or reason.3 Both Augustine and Heyward 
have been painted as heretics by their opposition, and yet both help me to 0 nd 
the words and images to enrich and express my theology—a theology that 
neither accepts without reason the “orthodoxy” of a literal interpretation of 
scripture nor breaks ties with a tradition that continues to be life-giving to me.

Russian iconographer Andrei Rublev’s image of the “Old Testament 
Trinity” portrays Abraham’s three divine visitors at table under the oaks of 
Mamre (Genesis 18).4 In the icon, none of the 0 gures is subordinated to either 
of the others, and yet each of them is self-differentiated. They draw near to 
one another, but their faces are fully visible. Their circle and the possibility of 
relationship are not closed to us. In sitting around Abraham’s table, they ac-
cept his hospitality and the risk that this might incur an obligation.5

I am reminded of a conversation in the IPR group in the 0 rst internship 
that I co-supervised. For some time, I had felt that the process-group ses-
sions I led rarely moved to the emotional, inter-relational plane but rather 
stayed on a very heady, disconnected level. This was borne out in the 
feedback I received from my training supervisor. One day, after strug-
gling yet again with my role, I 0 nally owned up to the group about feel-
ing insecure and uncomfortable with my leadership, and then I took the 
risk of asking for feedback about how this admission made the group 
feel about me. Almost immediately the tone of the session changed. The 
group’s feedback ranged from reassuring (“It just shows that you’re hu-
man”) to stinging (“If you don’t know what the hell you’re doing, I’m 
really in trouble!”), but it certainly could not be described as heady or 
disconnected.

Rublev’s image and my IPR group experience are not a hierarchy that 
places God/supervisor at the top and humans/interns at the bottom but a 
truly mutual relationship that allows each to be nourished and, albeit, poten-
tially hurt by the other.

I have learned painfully that I cannot automatically expect the kind of 
hospitality that Abraham extended to the angels of the Lord.6 In the story 
of Abraham’s hospitality, his openness to the strangers in his midst is what 

brings him into such intimate relationship with God that they latter are de-
scribed as talking and arguing as if they were the closest of friends. But there 
is another darker story in the canon. As Abraham’s visitors continue their 
journey, they travel to Sodom, where they encounter Abraham’s nephew Lot, 
who also extends hospitality to them (Genesis 19). In this story, the vulnera-
bility of both Lot and the divine visitors becomes apparent as Lot’s neighbors 
seek to abuse them. This relationship stuff is risky business, apparently. It also 
is messy business that rarely produces clear victims and perpetrators, as the 
sordid epilogue of Lot’s daughters illustrates. And, yet, I still believe we are 
called to live into our creation, to be open to authentic relationship through 
mutual vulnerability.

I see the goal of the transformation that I am trying to effect in supervi-
sion as authentic relationship: relationship that allows each person to be in 
covenant both to self and to the other. Thus, my idea of transformation is not 
becoming what one is not. Rather transformation is becoming aware of and 
blessing what one is—past, present, and future.7 The idea is that we are good 
by our very nature, not by anything we do but simply by being true to our-
selves. I am convinced that “sinfulness” (that is, separation from God) is not 
our nature at all. Rather, sinfulness is not being true to our nature—our nature 
as relational and vulnerable beings created in the image of a relational and 
vulnerable God. A life of sin involves a conscious choice to do or, as the words 
of the Confession say, to leave undone.8 The good life, on the other hand, is 
a state of being, and we are “good” simply by merit of our existence as rela-
tional, vulnerable beings.

Closing the Divine-Human Gap: Mutual Vulnerability
As a Christian and a priest, the priestly image of the second of the Triune 
circle of relationships resonates most deeply with me.9 The integration of 
Christ as fully human and fully divine prevents me from splitting off parts 
of myself or another that make me uncomfortable. In the person of Jesus of 
Nazareth, I experience the Christ as the embodiment of the kind of relation-
ship of mutual vulnerability that invites us to a feast where human and di-
vine can sit at the same table without pretense or shame. God’s interaction 
with humans is an invitation to a place where the vulnerability of God and 
the sliver of the divine in the human soul can meet, where “there is no in 
between,” to use Dame Julian of Norwich’s phrase.

In the supervisory context, my encounters with Jack, an intern who was 
struggling hard to articulate his spiritual identity, stressed for me the im-
portance of integrating both the human and divine natures of Christ. Not 

WARDSUPERVISION AND MUTUAL VULNERABILITY
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In the supervisory context, the more I tried to convince an intern named 
Sean that he should not mistrust the group or me, the more I used my rela-
tive power in a hostile way and the more defensive he became. But when 
I began to approach him on a vulnerable level, letting him know not only 
that I and the group had been hurt by him but also that I grieved the in-
jury he was doing to himself, he began to lower his defenses, talking and 
weeping about his sense of betrayal. As I opened my heart to him, he saw 
my most authentic self—someone who valued him and our relationship 
enough to risk the possibility that my heart might be broken—and he re-
ceived permission to be his most authentic.

Allowing myself to be vulnerable to another allows that person the freedom 
to accept or reject my love, and when I do so, I act in the image of the God 
who showed vulnerability to me by giving me the capacity to accept or re-
ject God’s 0 rst love to me. It’s also my declaration that relationship in and of 
itself is worth taking a risk for. If a relationship is worth taking a risk for, it 
follows that I, in and of myself, and You, in and of yourself, also are worth 
taking a risk for.

Being deemed worthy of another’s vulnerability and openness is pro-
foundly transformative and profoundly healing, which, after all, is the point 
of pastoral care. Mutual vulnerability takes relationships to a feeling level, 
where people are empowered to be their most authentic selves and, thus, 
more able to cope with the painful realities of life.11 When I approach my pa-
tients and students on a heady level, our relationships often are characterized 
by mistrust and intellectual sparring. But when I approach them on a feeling 
level, I allow them to see my most authentic (i.e., vulnerable, undefended) 
self and create an atmosphere in which they also can be authentic. It is on this 
vulnerable, feeling level that I believe that human beings are able to speak the 
language of God and that God is able to speak the language of human beings. 
It is on this vulnerable, feeling level that authentic relationship is created and 
transformation occurs. And that is good enough. Indeed, very good enough.

A Personality Development Theory of Mutual Vulnerability

As I articulate my understanding of the development of personality, I begin 
with myself, Mary Christine Mollie Ward. I know myself primarily as “Mol-
lie,” my family’s nickname for me. Being “Mollie” created signi0 cant confu-
sion when I began school since my birth and baptismal certi0 cates identify 
me as “Mary Christine Ward.” “Mary” was my paternal grandmother, and 
“Christine” is my own mother. When, as a small child I behaved contrary to 
my family’s expectations. My German godmother tagged me böse Christine, 

yet twenty-0 ve years old, Jack had been raised a Roman Catholic but had 
moved from one Protestant denomination to the next, with brief forays 
back into Catholicism in between, as he tried to make sense of what he 
perceived as a mutually exclusive call to ordained ministry and authen-
tic manhood. Jack seemed intent on splitting the human and divine na-
tures of Christ, leaving himself without a way to embrace both the hu-
man and the divine in himself or others. My supervision of Jack centered 
on encouraging him to 0 nd ways of relating to God, himself, and others 
that were not “either/or” but “both/and,” inviting him to image a “third 
way” of being.

For it is my belief that God interacts with humanity by being human and, in 
being so, dares us to be divine. As God experiences Godself as Jesus, the hu-
man carpenter from Nazareth, and as we experience ourselves as the Body 
of Christ, the hands and feet of the Risen One, the gap “between” divine and 
human is closed. In that shared relationship of being, not doing, God and 
humanity connect. As they connect, a relationship is established between 
beings who in themselves are inherently relational and who have no exis-
tence outside of relationship.10 Such beings, to exist, must put their relation-
ship 0 rst. They must be willing to risk self for the sake of being in relation-
ship because only in doing so can they encounter what is truly precious and 
life-giving to and in each other.

The Transformative Power of Mutual Vulnerability
In my experience, mutual vulnerability, far from undermining authority, 
creates a safe environment and models a trustworthy relationship that is 
constant as well as open to the other. When a relatively “powerful” person 
(like a chaplain or a supervisor) shows vulnerability to a relatively less-pow-
erful person (like a patient or a student), it gives the less-powerful person 
permission to also show vulnerability.

I remember an encounter in same-day surgery with a woman who was 
having a miscarriage. She told me her story rather matter-of-factly and 
with little emotion. I offered to pray with her and, as I prayed, tears 0 lled 
my eyes and began to roll down my cheeks. When she saw me weeping, 
she also began to weep.

In seminary, I confessed to a priest I greatly respected that I sometimes 
had doubts about God’s existence. Rather than judging me or trying to 
convince me otherwise, he simply said, “Me, too.” That admission did 
much for my faith—in God as well as the priest. I realized that, if this 
notable cleric and author could have doubts and still be a person of faith, 
so could I.

SUPERVISION AND MUTUAL VULNERABILITY WARD
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With that said, I base my theory of personality development on the idea 
that not only are human beings created in the image of a fundamentally rela-
tional God, but that authentic, mutually vulnerable relationships are the hold-
ing environment—indeed the womb—in which our true selves are created, 
re-created, and sustained.15 Rather than looking at personality as an individu-
alistic mechanism aimed at the ful0 llment of drives, relational theory para-
digms posit that there is no such thing as an isolated individual and that the 
relationship between parent (usually mother) and child is foundational to the 
development of personality.16 Even after a child is born, the parent ideally con-
tinues to create a holding environment as the child transitions from infancy 
to adulthood. In this holding environment, the parent helps the child to make 
sense of its world and develop means of experiencing the soothing relation-
ship of the parent when the parent is absent. CPE has been such a holding en-
vironment for me.

My own motherhood has coincided with much of my CPE journey, from 
internship through residency and supervisory training, and my children have 
provided me with a window on the earliest stages of human development. 
For example, as I was writing this paper, I attended a CPE regional confer-
ence with my husband and children. During some free time one afternoon, I 
spent a couple of hours with my children at the hotel swimming pool, and I 
was struck by the contrast in their attitudes toward the water. As I held him 
loosely, my toddler son Ian ! oated on his back or his belly in what seemed like 
absolute relaxation, even after I once lost my grip and he momentarily slipped 
under the water. By contrast, my pre-school daughter Fiona anxiously clung 
to me and begged me to support her whenever I even suggested she try to 
! oat, though we often were in water shallow enough for her to stand. At just 
over two years of age, Ian seemed fearless. Without the bene0 t of knowledge, 
he plunged blissfully from one experience to another. On the other hand, 
“brave” seemed the better word to describe 0 ve-year-old Fiona. She entered 
the water with fear and trembling but begged to return again and again. As 
their mother, it was my job to hold them both, loosely enough that they could 
breathe and splash, securely enough that they could relax and ! oat. Eventu-
ally, I believe, this combination of breathing, relaxing, splashing, and ! oating 
will become swimming.

Although the parent-child relationship is for many people the 0 rst hold-
ing environment that they experience, holding environments are necessary for 
transformational learning throughout the lifespan. Just as I see my primary job 
as a mother to create a unique holding environment for each of my children as 

or “mean Christine,” the message being that I (Mollie) disappeared when I 
misbehaved. As I began my professional career as a journalist, I thought to 
resolve the Mary-Mollie confusion by using the byline “M.C. Ward,” only 
to encounter assumptions that I was trying to disguise my gender. When I 
married and chose to keep my own last name, my parents expressed anxiety 
that people might think I was “living in sin.” At age 35, the same year I be-
gan my CPE residency, I 0 nally asked my bishop to say, and bless, all of my 
names—Mary Christine Mollie Ward—when he called on God to make me, 
0 rst, a deacon and, later, a priest in God’s Church.

The Holding Environment: Womb of the True Self
Claiming—that is, saying and blessing—those names has been a lifelong 
struggle to claim my true self. Alice Miller describes people who through-
out their lives have been “praised and admired for their talents and achieve-
ments,” people who “should have had a strong and stable sense of self-
assurance,” and yet struggle with a lurking “feeling of emptiness and 
self-alienation.” Miller’s description resonates deeply with me, especially 
when I consider her de0 nition of the true self as the “integrity” of the small 
child before it begins to defend itself in order to survive.12 Throughout my 
childhood and early adulthood, I felt forced to choose between the needs of 
my true self and the needs of my parents and siblings. Sometimes, I have 
clutched desperately at the idea that I am just a poor, helpless victim of 
thoughtlessness and envy. At other times, I have seen my loved ones as the 
innocent victims of abuse and neglect.13 As a supervisor, becoming aware of 
my true self and her needs has been crucial for my efforts to create a holding 
environment in which my students can recognize and bless their true selves.

I am a product of the post-modern era and an advocate of intersubjectiv-
ity. Although expressions such as “holding environment” and “true self” are 
the language of object relations theory, I 0 nd it to be not only impossible but 
bad theory to limit my supervisory practice to the tools of only one theoreti-
cal framework. As described by Robert Stolorow and others, intersubjectivity 
favors process over content. It is “both experience-near and relational … of-
fering broad methodological and epistemological principles for investigating 
and comprehending the intersubjective contexts in which psychological phe-
nomena arise.”14 As such, intersubjectivity lends itself to the use of tools from 
a variety of relational theories, particularly object relations and self psychol-
ogy, and I draw freely from them in my work.

SUPERVISION AND MUTUAL VULNERABILITY WARD
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about the process of group development, I helped them to make meaning of 
their experiences and to develop means of soothing themselves the next time 
they encountered con! ict.

Empathy, Mutuality and Curiosity: A Foundation for Supervision
In my view, empathy, mutuality, and curiosity are the three primary and 
interconnected ways in which a holding environment is created. Lee and 
Martin describe empathy as “a mode of gathering subjective data about 
another self through vicarious introspection. It is the process of exploring 
what another thinks and feels by placing oneself in another’s shoes.” In 
other words, empathy is the capacity to feel with, rather than to feel for.22 
Although I believe that human beings are hardwired to have the capacity to 
be empathically connected with one another, I think it is a rare person who 
emerges from childhood without scars from faulty attunement, and those 
scars in turn in! uence our capacity to be empathically attuned with others. 

Indeed, I believe that patriarchal society and religious traditions, including 
my own, have created whole structures that inhibit the capacity for empath-
ic attunement.23

In contrast to the idea that empathy is synonymous with support and 
af0 rmation, I believe that empathy is always confrontational (literally, “with 
face”) and many times is challenging and even uncomfortable. I establish em-
pathy with my students when they experience me as someone who will tell it 
like I see it. This was particularly so with Gene, a congregational intern who had 
experienced the childhood trauma of discovering the dead body of his mother.

Gene’s family and friends’ response to his grief was to advise him essen-
tially to “grin and bear it.” He carried that advice with him into adult-
hood, consistently sporting an upbeat attitude and often re! ecting on 
how the smiles of his patients made the stresses of his job worthwhile. 
Shortly after mid-unit, I confronted Gene about how his “happy face” 
attitude left his patients reluctant to disappoint him with unhappy feel-
ings. This led to a very important awareness on his part regarding what 
he came to see as a life organizing principle of marching past, rather than 
through, grief.

In confronting him, I refused to play along with his false self by putting a 
happy face on the visit itself. Instead, I was empathically attuned to him by 
looking his true self in the eye and seeing the little boy who needed a hold-
ing environment, not a happy face, to feel and explore his grief.24

The second key ingredient to establishing a holding environment is mu-
tuality, which starts with the understanding that there is no such thing as ob-

they grow into themselves as human beings, I see my job as priest, chaplain, 
and pastoral educator to create holding environments for my parishioners, pa-
tients, and students as they continue their process of becoming.17 As a priest 
and chaplain, I help patients negotiate the transitions of life, including birth, 
illness, and death, particularly through the sacrament of the pastoral relation-
ship. As a pastoral educator, I help students transition into their pastoral iden-
tity, individually and as members of a group, particularly through the sacra-
ment of the supervisory relationship. So, for example, in the 0 rst unit that I solo 
supervised, when my students began to negotiate authority by challenging 
what they had identi0 ed as the “power” of the system (i.e., me the supervisor), 
some clung to me, some thrashed about and some seemed to bob along un-
aware of what was happening. As their supervisor, it was my job to hold all of 
them, loosely enough so that they could breathe and splash, securely enough 
so that they could relax and ! oat. In the process, true selves began to emerge.

Holding environments encourage the development of the true self in two 
main ways. One is by allowing people to make meaning of their experiences 
and relationships. Meaning-making is how we integrate our experiences into 
our lives, the “re! ection” portion of the clinical model of learning. I believe 
that transference is a natural and signi0 cant part of the meaning-making pro-
cess. Although classical theory views transference as a pathology that must be 
overcome, intersubjective theorists see transference simply as the way peo-
ple “organize” or make meaning of their experiences: “From this perspective, 
transference is neither a regression to nor a displacement from the past, but 
rather an expression of the continuing in! uence of organizing principles and 
imagery that crystallized out of the patient’s early formative experiences.”18

Because the holding environment is not the end in itself, the other way 
that the holding environment functions is to provide a place for people to 
craft means of soothing themselves when they inevitably encounter crisis.19 
Ideally, young children learn through ordinary experience not only that their 
parents don’t cease to exist when they are absent but that, even when they 
are absent, the children can draw on these internalized “selfobjects”20 to sus-
tain them when they are uncertain or fearful.21 Even in adulthood, as people 
experience fragmentation of the self, either because of derailments in early 
childhood or situational stress as adults, they need a re-charging, as it were, 
of their selfobject batteries. The holding environment that I created with a 
group of students when they challenged my authority shortly after mid-unit 
served those two purposes. By allowing them to voice their feelings without 
judgment or criticism, I fostered the holding environment. By educating them 
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was an orderly, linear progression and expressed frustration with John’s 
imaginative thought processes, which John learned to condemn as illogi-
cal and rambling. Even though John achieved success and respect in his 
engineering career, he became frantic whenever he assumed he had given 
the wrong answer, no matter whether the information being sought was 
new to him or not. When I suggested that the goals for his CPE internship 
that he had listed as professional and skill-development sounded more 
like personal goals, he became visibly ! ustered—shuf! ing papers, dart-
ing eyes, stammering. He was amazed when I invited him to be curious 
about what was happening, particularly about his anxiety. For the rest of 
the quarter, curiosity was a theme for John and served him well as he re-
! ected on his experiences, both af0 rming and challenging, with patients 
and peers.

In the language of family therapy, the aim of the holding environment is 
to “contain the emerging family anxiety so that the family has a place to hold 
it while they look at it and learn about it.”28 In my view, the creation of a hold-
ing environment not only allows a person’s true self to emerge (or re-emerge, 
as the case may be), but it also sets up the necessary condition for healing and 
learning to take place. I believe that holding environments that allow for the 
emergence of true selves are created by those who, themselves, have been 
held. As the writer of the First Letter of John puts it, “We love because [God] 
0 rst loved us” (5:19). The authentic relationships that I have experienced have 
helped me to create such a holding environment. Throughout my childhood, 
even while ! ooding me with praise and attention for intellectual and artistic 
achievements, my family emphasized my basic helplessness and ineptitude 
concerning practical things. “Little Mollie couldn’t possibly take care of her-
self” was the refrain. While I was pregnant with my 0 rst child, I told my moth-
er and my closest sibling that I did not want them to visit for at least a week 
after the baby’s birth. In creating for myself a holding environment, I allowed 
myself the chance to internalize a mothering one who was con0 dent and com-
petent enough to also be open and accepting of help. By contrast, just a day 
or two after my second child was born, I remember awakening from an after-
noon nap, my son nestled in the crook of my arm, to the sound of my mother 
vacuuming downstairs. Rather than feeling anxiety about my mother’s opin-
ions about my standards of housekeeping, I found myself 0 lled with an over-
whelming sense of warmth and well-being. My true self could welcome my 
mother’s visit in ways that Little Mollie never could. From these experiences 
has developed a deep determination not only to recognize and bless my rela-
tional, vulnerable self but also to invite students and patients to begin their 

jectivity. Inevitably, just as two heavily laden travelers meeting on a narrow 
rope bridge have to negotiate their con! icting needs, I bump into someone 
else, and we have to negotiate what happens next.25 In the context of an “in-
ter-subjective” milieu characterized by authenticity, I am required to acknowl-
edge that I bring my own baggage, as well as insight, into any interaction, 
whether it is with my children, my patients, or my students. For example, 
when I experienced myself not only tuning Gene out when he went off on 
one of his lengthy tangents but fearing to hurt his feelings by telling him so, 
I realized that I was responding to him in much the same way that I do to an 
elderly relative. Understanding that my subjective reality had an impact on 
his subjective reality as well as on the space between us allowed us to create 
a holding environment in which to make more sense of our own relationship. 
Mutuality also involves willingness to model risk-taking: I cannot ask of oth-
ers what I am not willing to do myself.

In my view, the 0 nal signi0 cant ingredient to the creation of a holding 
environment is curiosity, which I see as essential to the healing of the good-
bad object splitting that characterizes early childhood and that follows many 
people into adulthood. Initially, of course, we are literally connected to our 
mothers, and, object relations theory suggests, the newborn cannot even con-
ceive of the mothering one as “other” to itself, much less as part of a relation-
ship. Soon, however, the infant begins to differentiate, and the 0 rst attempts 
at this are to identify its experiences as “good” and “bad” (e.g., warmth ver-
sus cold, satiation versus hunger). As this splitting occurs, the infant also is 
confronted with the reality that the mothering one—upon whom the infant is 
dependent for life itself—sometimes is experienced as “good” and sometimes 
as “bad.” Although unsettling, the realization that “good” and “bad” not only 
exist within the mothering one but also within the child’s own self is a move 
toward maturity. Ideally, splits begin to heal with the awareness that what 
Winnicott describes as the “good enough” mother (and by extension the good 
enough child) contains elements of both “good” and “bad.”26

Being curious rather than condemning, inquisitive rather than assum-
ing, has been essential to creating a holding environment for my students. 
As suggested earlier, when integration does not take place early on, people 
develop defenses in order to survive.27 The supervisor’s role is to encourage 
exploration and understanding of these defenses with the aim of making the 
student a better pastoral caregiver.

John grew up with the idea that not having the “right” answer was to be 
condemned. John’s father taught him that the way to the right answer 
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the start of the unit. Similarly, as he began to explore his family of origin’s 
ways of dealing with con! ict, he began to make connections with his ten-
dency to swing between super0 cial, friendly visits and heady, theological 
debates. The result was not only a much deeper ability to bless his own 
feelings but also to validate the feelings of his patients and thereby at-
tain to deeper pastoral relationships. With the support of supervisor and 
peers, he not only began to heal himself but to learn.

The support that I refer to is the idea of mutual vulnerability—that is, the 
willingness to risk authentic relationship. Socrates referred to the educator as 
one who reminds rather than teaches.32 Through the twentieth century, educa-
tion theorists re0 ned the role of the educator as a facilitator rather than an ex-
pert. For example, Lindeman writes of “teachers who are also searchers after 
wisdom and not oracles” and Palmer writes that, “by Christian understand-
ing, truth is neither ‘out there’ nor ‘in here,’ but both. Truth is between us, in 
relationship.”33 An adult education theory of mutual vulnerability requires a 
supervisor who is willing to show an authentic self and begins in the subjec-
tive reality of a student’s experience and learning style.

Authenticity as Boundary
Just as the boundary between teacher and learner is semi-permeable, the 
boundaries between truth and untruth, safety and risk, are more a mem-
brane than a solid wall. As a supervisor, the primary boundary that I set is a 
pledge to authenticity—to risk saying the things that need to be said, taking 
ownership of my feelings, and covenanting to stay in relationship. Healthy 
boundaries are established by authenticity. The educator’s most basic job is 
simply to be an authentic self because authenticity is essential to the estab-
lishment of the holding environment necessary for learning. Clinical psy-
chologists such as Rogers emphasize the importance of safety in the learning 
process, arguing that “signi0 cant” learning can only take place when the self 
is maintained or enhanced and that the self must be relaxed and free from 
threat for experience to be assimilated.34 In my own experience, authority 
0 gures often used silence as a weapon to keep me wondering if I had made a 
mistake, and they almost never acknowledged their own mistakes. This cre-
ated a person who was hyper-vigilant and far more concerned about right 
answers than right relationships. During my residency, it was only after I 
began to trust my supervisor’s authenticity (his willingness to claim his part 
in a break in empathy, for example) that I could relax enough to hear his le-
gitimate critique of my halting attempts to articulate my pastoral theology. 
As I have entered supervisory work myself, I have found that a central task 

own processes of healing and learning by recognizing and blessing them for 
what they are: precious children of God.

An Education Theory of Mutual Vulnerability

I began to give up childish ways of learning the day my seminary profes-
sor directed me not to disagree with him in class anymore.29 My disagree-
ment, he said, made him feel like a failure as a teacher because if he were 
a better teacher he would be able to convince me of his position. Although 
I 0 nished seminary 0 rst in my class,30 I graduated convinced that I just did 
not have the intellect to “do” theology. About a year later, in the midst of 
my CPE residency, I found myself dreading the day when I would have 
to present my pastoral theology paper to my supervisor and peers, prefer-
ring to silence myself before my supervisor could do so (as I was convinced 
would happen). To my utter surprise, my Ivy-League-educated supervisor 
not only tolerated my theology, he actually encouraged it. The reaction of 
my professor (with whom I actually aligned theologically more closely than 
almost any other professor) hurt me, but it didn’t really surprise me. As I 
eventually realized, it 0 t in quite neatly with the dualistic worldview I had 
learned from my parents as they dealt with con! ict either with shouting or 
with silence. I was as used to that way of being as an old pair of shoes. What 
did surprise me was the support of supervisors and mentors who refused to 
accept my claims of ineptitude and, in retrospect, the support of other edu-
cators and seminary classmates who refused to be silent about the obvious 
tension between my professor and me. That way of being challenged and 
perplexed me.

As I wrestled in supervision and therapy with feelings of anger and curi-
osity, I not only began to want to heal but also to learn. In my view, the prima-
ry goal of therapy is self-awareness for the purpose of healing and living life, 
while the primary goal of CPE supervision is the practical application of self-
awareness for the purpose of establishing pastoral relationships. The two are 
intimately related because, without awareness, learning cannot take place.31

Joshua, an intern in a hospital-based CPE unit, began the summer with 
the belief that he should see every patient on his large surgical ! oor every 
day, logging upwards of twenty brief visits a day but doing little pastoral 
care. As Joshua began to explore family-of-origin issues around scrupu-
losity, he began to see a pattern among current dynamics, such as driving 
himself to visit every patient, arriving a half-hour early for every appoint-
ment, and anxiously inquiring about reading assignments months before 
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visor alike take active roles. However, creating safety involves more than a 
list of rules: it requires someone to model risk-taking. I begin that process by 
sharing my own life story and continue as we move into didactics, when, for 
example, I use my own family system to discuss genograms. As I provide a 
model for the students of an authentic self, I show them that it is acceptable 
and possible both to be vulnerable and to set boundaries.

As others begin to take risks, the group moves into the second stage of 
its development, in which the group begins to interact authentically, that is, 
confronting by supporting and challenging. In this stage, the group wrestles 
with issues of who is in and who is out, negotiation of authority, and mainte-
nance of the holding environment. For example, in the 0 rst unit of CPE I su-
pervised by myself, the group began in earnest to negotiate my authority, and 
its own, when one of the intern’s view of authority ran headlong into my view 
of shared authority.

The last, leave-taking stage of group development is the most re! ective, 
although action and re! ection ! ow through all of the stages. The group begins 
to form transitional objects and, in a sense, becomes one. The group begins to 
make meaning of its experiences by wondering about its legacy and how to 
take leave of one another. For example, just as many families begin to tell hu-
morous stories about a loved one who has just died, in the 0 nal weeks of the 
unit, students often begin to tell stories about their experiences in the context 
of “remember the time when____?” I formalize this process by asking mem-
bers to re! ect on how they will say goodbye to one another and in the gradu-
ation service, when I not only give a “charge to students” but invite them to 
speak as well. In these ways, the members of the group leave the holding en-
vironment with “something to carry away” and inform their future actions.

The student’s job, at its most basic, is to experiment with what it feels 
like to interact authentically in the holding environment—to kick around in 
the womb, as it were. Thus, the experience of the student is primary in adult 
education. To educators like John Dewey, all genuine education comes about 
through experience. Moreover, each student brings into the CPE learning pro-
cess a lifetime of experiences upon which to build. “Every experience both 
takes up something from those which have gone before and modi0 es in some 
way the quality of those which come after.”36 In my own story, for example, 
it was my experiences with risk-taking that led me to my theology of mutual 
vulnerability. As I experienced vulnerability, I sought to make sense of my ex-
periences and, in doing so, clari0 ed my theology.

is to let my students see me for who I am, as a means both of creating safety 
and of modeling authenticity.

The supervisor’s role in creating safety and modeling authenticity also 
affects the evaluative nature of the CPE process. I regard the evaluation of stu-
dents as an ongoing, mutual process rather than a one-time, top-down event. 
There should be no surprises when I present a student with my 0 nal supervi-
sory evaluation. Thus, if I have not voiced an issue with a student previously, 
I do not use the 0 nal evaluation as a forum to present new concerns. Along 
the way, I treat silence with great respect and even caution in the supervisory 
process.

From a subjective standpoint, throughout the quarter, I take care in craft-
ing my comments and recommendations with an eye to speaking the truth in 
love, both in terms of content and of process. Grammatically, I make a point 
of offering af0 rmation before critique, and I temper critical remarks with 
phrases like “it seems” and “in my experience,” rather than making universal 
pronouncements. In my formal, 0 nal evaluation, I address the student’s own 
learning goals. And I make a point of 0 nishing writing my evaluations before 
the students present their 0 nal self evaluations to give them freedom to ex-
press themselves without fear that their statements will in! uence the “stuff” 
that I inevitably bring into the supervisory relationship.

The objective portion of the evaluations is characterized by a numerical 
score for each of the objectives outlined in the ACPE Standards and a yes/no 
achievement of the outcomes. Obviously, there are many subjective elements 
to even this portion of the evaluation. The numerical scores, for example, are 
based on my observation rather than a multiple choice test after all. How-
ever, just as using a lectionary cycle of scripture readings keeps me “honest” 
in my preaching, systematically addressing the objectives and outcomes of 
the Standards helps me to check my expectations against those of the larger 
community.

Group Authenticity: Making a Safe, Womb-like Space in which to Learn
I see the holding environment as the womb in which not only the true self 
but also the group’s self is created, which, in my view, is the overarching 
project of a process group.35 The group’s 0 rst task is to create a holding en-
vironment in which the group can wonder about its purpose, its norms, and 
its willingness to take risks. So, for instance, when I am working with a new 
group, we begin telling our life stories only after we have had a formal con-
versation about group norms—a conversation in which students and super-
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gences” to learn.43 Each student’s experiences and styles combine with those 
of the supervisor to create a unique relationship and learning opportunity.

Not every opportunity for learning is captured, of course. Sometimes 
the student seems to actively resist learning. In thinking of resistance, I 0 nd it 
helpful 0 rst to distinguish between a “problem about learning” and a “learn-
ing problem.”44 Ekstein and Wallerstein describe learning problems as skill-
development issues, while problems about learning are a matter of deep-
er self-awareness. In my view, resistance indicates there is a problem about 
learning and is addressed most appropriately by helping the student to be-
come aware of the unconscious. I believe much of “resistance” is an adaptive 
stance aimed at avoiding pain.45

John, the congregational intern described in my personality paper, scru-
pulously made sure he did not deviate from authority 0 gures’ expecta-
tions as a way of coping with his father’s constant attacks on him for 
drifting off in pursuit of his own interests. That John’s scrupulosity did 
not work in the pastoral care setting was not so much a sign that scrupu-
losity was “bad” (it made sense in the context of his childhood) but that 
John was wandering bewildered in territory that he no longer recognized 
(where curiosity about one’s feelings was not only tolerated but encour-
aged). Eventually he had to resolve the con! ict between his father’s ex-
pectations and mine. It was dif0 cult for him to be curious about his feel-
ings, even though this was a natural way of being for him as a very young 
child.

If learning requires as a backdrop the safety created by an authentic su-
pervisor and begins with the subjective world of students’ experience and 
learning style, what does the learning process look like on a practical level? 
Moon suggests an eight-stage model that combines both experience and re-
! ection and 0 ts with the “action-re! ection-action” of the clinical method of 
learning: “the ‘having of’ the experience; recognition of a need to resolve 
something; clari0 cation of the issue; reviewing and recollecting; reviewing 
feelings/the emotional state; processing of knowledge and ideas; eventual 
resolution, possible transformation and action; possible action.”46

John, for example, grew up in a home where his father saw John’s ten-
dency to wander “off track” in pursuit of butter! ies not as the spontaneous 
curiosity of a bright, inquisitive little boy but as an early sign of deviation 
that had to be curbed. When John arrived at BroMenn, he assumed I would 
behave just as his father did and was perplexed to 0 nd that I encouraged his 
curiosity rather than condemning it. Based on these experiences, John began 
to “recognize a need to resolve something”—that is, the con! ict between his 

Experiential Learning, Receptivity, and Resistance
When learning is rooted in experience, it gives voice to those who are not 
heard.37 Feminists point out that what the dominant culture has taken for 
granted about how people learn has tended to focus strictly on European-
American men’s experience to the exclusion of just about everyone else.38 In 
discussing the concept of “caring” as a feminist approach to moral educa-
tion, Noddings emphasizes that the response of the caring-one to the one-
who-is-cared-for is based in receptivity to the experience of another. Nod-
dings contrasts a “peculiarly rational, western, masculine way” of looking at 
empathy with a “feminine” model, noting that “the sort of empathy we are 
discussing does not 0 rst penetrate the other but receives the other.”39 This 
model of receptivity seems particularly suited to the richness of a multicul-
tural learning environment, which, in my view, depends on mutuality and 
safety.

Suzanne, a hospital-based intern, asked me during her admission inter-
view whether BroMenn, located in the corn and soybean 0 elds of cen-
tral Illinois, would be accepting of her as an African-American seminar-
ian from the Southside of Chicago. As I assured her that the center and 
I would indeed welcome her, I showed her pictures of previous (inte-
grated) groups, but I believe it was my respect for and openness to her 
life experience that cemented our relationship. Thus, for example, as she 
hesitated to voice her concerns about the treatment some of her patients 
were getting, I helped her to draw connections between ways in which 
she herself had not been heard.

My response af0 rmed the wisdom of her perceptions, even when voic-
ing those insights con! icted with the power structure of the hospital. This 
seemed to mark a profound shift in Suzanne’s view of authority and, in 
turn, seemed to bolster her understanding of her own authority and led her 
to advocate more vigorously for her patients.40

Experiential learning also helps to ensure that students take ownership 
of their learning.41 In my view, the best learning is motivated by what Malcolm 
Knowles and others describe as “the individual learner’s own perception of 
what he or she wants to become, what he or she wants to be able to achieve, 
and at what level he or she wants to perform.”42 If experience helps students 
to make meaning, learning styles offer clues as to how they might craft future 
actions. In my view, learning styles move the conversation beyond “right” 
and “wrong” ways of learning and toward meeting students at their points of 
need. Howard Gardner and others theorize that people use “multiple intelli-
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UK: Cambridge University Press, 2002). Heyward writes of: “She who, from the be-
ginning, has been the source of all loving, dying, and letting go throughout and be-
yond the cosmos; He who—at the same time, in every moment—is embodied through 
us in our fur and paws, our hands and hearts; The same Holy Spirit connecting our 
lives, celebrations, and griefs to those of persons and creatures in all times and places, 
strengthening us through the real presence of those who’ve gone before and those 
who will come after us.” Carter Heyward, Saving Jesus From Those Who Are Right (Min-
neapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1999), 75.

3. The Anglican divine Richard Hooker argues that faith must be based on scripture, tra-
dition, and reason. As articulated by further generations of Anglicans, an unequal em-
phasis on any of the three would produce a shaky faith in the same way that a three-
legged stool begins to wobble and tilt when the legs are uneven. Richard Hooker, The 
Works of That Learned and Judicious Divine Mr. Richard Hooker, arranged by Jon Keble, 
7th ed., rev. by R. W. Church and F. Paget (Oxford, UK: Clarendon Press, 1888), 3 vols.

4. The Roman Catholic monk Henri Nouwen describes the icon this way: “As we place 
ourselves in front of the icon in prayer, we come to experience a gentle invitation to 
participate in the intimate conversation that is taking place among the three divine 
angels and to join them around the table.” Henri Nouwen, Behold the Beauty of the Lord 
(Notre Dame, IN: Ave Maria Press, 1996), 20.

5. The obligation at risk here is not a contractual or material one but a covenantal and 
relational one: in accepting the openness of another, one is obliged to be similarly au-
thentic.

6. Growing up as a member of a military family that moved every few years left me of-
ten feeling rather lonely and out of place in my childhood. One of my 0 rst conscious 
attractions to the Episcopal Church was comfort in the familiarity of the liturgy no 
matter where I went; an ongoing grief for me is the well-earned reputation of the de-
nomination as an exclusive club. As a woman, I have encountered the sexism of male-
dominated vocations. My life experiences and faith traditions have given me a keen 
appreciation for hospitality and compassion for outsiders—what I have understood 
as “radical hospitality” and the Episcopal theologian Timothy Sedgwick describes as 
openness to strangers. Timothy Sedgwick, The Christian Moral Life: Practices of Piety 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Publishing, 1999).

7. St. Paul touches on this idea in his letter to the Ephesians (2:10): “For we are what he 
has made us, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand 
to be our way of life.” British psychoanalyst D. W. Winnicott does so too in his idea 
of the “good enough” mother. D. W. Winnicott, “Transitional Objects and Transitional 
Phenomena: A Study of the First Not-Me Possession,” International Journal of Psycho-
Analysis vol. XXXIV (1953, part 2): 94.

8. The Book of Common Prayer 1979 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 41.

9. The Christ as the High Priest, the one who closes the gap between human and divine. 
The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, 3rd ed., s.v. “Priest.”

10. The Mother-Child relationship, with all its ! aws and imperfections, is another impor-
tant image of the integration as well as risk-taking inherent in a theology of mutual 
vulnerability. I am both “Mother Mollie —the priest” and “Mollie—Fiona and Ian’s 
Mama,” and neither of those parts of myself needs to be set aside in favor of the other. 
This understanding has helped me to broaden my view of my priestly vocation and 

father’s expectations and mine. As he began to clarify the issue, he also began 
to see how dif0 cult it was for him to be curious in general but particularly 
about his feelings, even though he recalled this as a natural way of being for 
him as a very young child. In supervision, John began to review and recollect 
other instances when he had been discouraged or encouraged for showing cu-
riosity and the feelings surrounding these experiences. He began to combine 
those subjective experiences and feelings with objective facts (e.g., watching 
patients respond positively to inquiries about their feelings, getting feedback 
from the group about their perceptions of him). Eventually, John began to see 
a disconnect between two very different images of himself, compelling him to 
decide which to accept.

In my view, “re-cognition”—that is, bringing back to mind—of the bits 
and pieces of authenticity that form the true self is both the goal and the meth-
od of the andragogue. This is what I believe Socrates had in mind when he 
talked about there being no such thing as teaching, just reminding. “The soul 
has learned all things; there is no dif0 culty in her eliciting, or as men say learn-
ing, out of a single recollection all the rest, if a man is strenuous and does not 
faint; for all enquiry and all learning is but recollection.”47 In likening the edu-
cator to a midwife, Socrates stands on its head the idea of an “expert” under-
standing of education that crafts the teacher in the image of an omniscient 
god. Over and over again, I have seen students defer to the “experts” at the 
expense of voicing their own wisdom and common sense. In much the same 
way that I tell my screaming toddler to “try to use your words” when he is 
upset about something, I think voicing our needs in prayer allows us to prac-
tice using our words and, in the very act of making ourselves understood, 
healing occurs. I believe that learning takes place in a similar way. Just as the 
point of walking a labyrinth is not so much about reaching a geographic goal 
as it is about the experience of the walk itself, when I muddle around in the 
wilderness trying to articulate myself, I hear and see myself and experience 
others hearing and seeing me, and learning occurs.48 That process allows me 
to recognize the elements that ultimately become my relational, vulnerable, 
true self and my best tool as a pastoral caregiver: me.

NOTES

1. NRSV.

2. Augustine describes God as the lover, the beloved, and the love between them. Au-
gustine, On the Trinity, trans. Gareth B. Matthews and Stephen McKenna (Cambridge, 
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I suggest that it serves at least three functions. It must hold on. It must let go. And 
it must stick around so that it can be reintegrated.” Robert Kegan, The Evolving Self 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982), 121.

16. Sheldon Cashdan, Object Relations Therapy (New York: Norton, 1988), 20.

17. In my view, the character of holding environments differs primarily based on the 
unique development levels and issues of the various groups, but the broad principles 
are the same.

18. Robert D. Stolorow, Bernard Brandchaft, and George E. Atwood, Psychoanalytic Treat-
ment: An Intersubjective Approach (Hillsdale, NJ: Analytic Press, 1987), 36.

19. Self psychology would include among these the “crises” moments of optimal frus-
tration, which involve the inevitable empathic breaks that naturally occur in rela-
tionships. “The vulnerable infant frequently requires the help of caregivers to meet 
his physical and psychological needs. Through the caregiver’s intercession, the in-
fant eventually learns to perform for himself the functions that previously he could 
not carry out—this process Kohut called transmuting internalization.” Michael Franz 
Basch, “Are Selfobjects the Only Objects? Implications for Pyschoanalytic Technique,” 
in The Evolution of Self Psychology: Progress in Self Psychology, vol. 7, ed. Arnold Gold-
berg (Hillsdale, NJ: Analytic Press, 1991), 3–4.

20. Kohut refers to a selfobject as “that dimension of our experience of another person 
that relates to this person’s shoring up of our self.” This contrasts with the object rela-
tions understanding of self-object relationships—i.e., relationships between self and 
other. Kohut suggests that the development of personality is related to the meeting of 
three primary selfobject needs: mirroring, idealization, and twinship. If one or more 
of a person’s selfobject needs is not met, the self-formation process (i.e., the matura-
tion of narcissism from archaic to useful forms) is derailed, and the person spends all 
of life trying to 0 ll that need. In the view of self psychology, the therapeutic response 
to narcissistic wounding is to assist the person in meeting those needs. Heinz Kohut, 
How Does Analysis Cure? ed. Arnold Goldberg (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago 
Press, 1984), 49.

21. Often, of course, people need concrete objects to help them soothe themselves. A fa-
vorite blanket or teddy bear serves as such a transitional object for many children. 
Transitional objects need not be inanimate, however. For example, when I was pro-
viding pastoral care to the mental health unit at my hospital, a patient acknowledged 
in a group setting that she was feeling anxious about a meeting she was to have with 
her estranged husband and a social worker. Although the patient had taken strides 
in coping with her illness, she felt certain that her anxiety would take over and she 
would come across as un0 t to care for their children. The meeting was to take place 
in the same room that we held our Faith Journey group sessions. I suggested to her 
that she need not be in that meeting “alone” but that when she felt her anxiety rising, 
she might imagine me and her fellow patients sitting around her in our usual places, 
and I invited the group to voice to her our support and the prayers that we would be 
offering for her during her meeting. In this sense, the holding environment itself (i.e., 
our Faith Journey sessions) served as a transitional object for her.

22. Ronald R. Lee and J. Colby Martin, Psychotherapy after Kohut: A Textbook of Self Psychol-
ogy (Hillsdale, NJ: Analytic Press, 1991), 123. So, for instance, I was ordained to the 
priesthood around the same time I began to question, both in terms of theodicy and in 
terms of human beings as imago Dei, the idea of an omnipotent God. Yet there I was, 

my role as a CPE supervisor, and, insofar as I embody these relationships for my stu-
dents, they make my supervisory work as sacramental as celebrating baptism and 
communion. Moreover, the Mother-Child relationship reminds me of the inter-con-
nectedness of the supervisory relationship. From at least the moment of our physical 
creation, each of us is in relationship, whether we are aware of it or not, and the mu-
tuality of relationship is evident from before we are fully knit together in the womb 
(Psalm 139). What pregnant woman has not been admonished to take care of herself 
because in doing so she is taking care of the child she carries?

11. Chaplain Dick Millspaugh writes of the importance of “a clear sense of an inner self” 
for one’s ability to make sense of and cope with pain. Distinguishing between suffer-
ing (i.e., spiritual pain) and physical or even emotional pain, he describes a woman 
experiencing the intense (physical) pain of childbirth but notes that “the degree that 
she suffers may be the degree to which she 0 nds a purpose for which to endure or 
even embrace the pain,” depending on the circumstances of her pregnancy and labor. 
Millspaugh links a “loss of self” to the breakdown in meaning-making that turns pain 
into suffering: “Anything that threatens one’s existence or brings signi0 cant changes 
in one’s relationships may result in the loss of one’s ‘is-ness’ or sense of purpose and 
may readily be experienced as spiritual suffering.” Dick Millspaugh, “Assessment 
and Response to Spiritual Pain: Part I,” Journal of Palliative Medicine 8 (2005): 919–923.

12. Alice Miller, The Drama of the Gifted Child: The Search for the True Self, 2nd ed. (New 
York: Harper Collins Publishers, 1997), 2–7. Scharff and Scharff write: “Unempathic 
mothering can cause the baby to try to mold itself to its mother’s needs, when its 
mother cannot respond ! exibly to her baby. This leads to the infant’s suppression of 
its ‘true self’ in favor of the development of a ‘false self’ that is apparently compliant, 
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